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Introduction
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 Introduction(Fine-tuning)
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 classifier

The classifier and PLM are tuned by 
maximizing 



Introduction(Prompt Tuning)
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Introduction(Manual Verbalizer)
 Defined by human with domain knowledge

Exploiting Cloze Questions for Few Shot Text Classification and Natural Language 
Inference
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Introduction(Manual Verbalizer)
 Because past handcraft have may lack coverage and hight variance to the 
result . 

Exploiting Cloze Questions for Few Shot Text Classification and Natural Language 
Inference
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Introduction(Knowledgeable prompt-tuning)
We focus on incorporating external knowledge into the verbalizer
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Method
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Method
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Verbalizer Construction
There is no standard correct answer, but abundant words may fit this 
context.
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Verbalizer Refine 
Refine verbalizer, keep high-quality words, reduce noise.

1. Frequency Refinement

2. Relevance Refinement

3. Contextualized Calibration

4. Learnable Refinement
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Frequency Refinement
We propose to use contextualized prior of the label words to remove these 
words
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Frequency Refinement
We propose to use contextualized prior

 of the label words to remove these words
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Frequency Refinement
We filter the label words that appear in the lower half

of the contextualized prior probability.
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Relevance Refinement
Label words may be more relevant to their belonging class than the others
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Relevance Refinement
Label words may be more relevant to their belonging class than the others
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Relevance Refinement
Label words may be more relevant to their belonging class than the others
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Relevance Refinement
Label words may be more relevant to their belonging class than the others
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Contextualized Calibration
Before use the contextualized calibration (CC),KB tend to have more diverse 
prior probabilities(less likely to be predicted than the others). 
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 prior probability of the label word.



Learnable Refinement
In few-shot learning,the refinement can be strengthen by a learning process.
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Verbalizer Utilization
Mapping the predicted probability on each refined label word to the decision 
of the class label y
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Verbalizer Utilization(Average)
Each label word of a class contributes equally to predicting the label.
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Verbalizer Utilization(Weighted Average)
 Adopt a weighted average of label words’ scores as the prediction score
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Experiment
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DataSet

Topic Classification
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Baselines
1. Prompt-tuning(PT)

a. Uses the class name

 as the only label word for each class

2.  Automatic Verbalizer(AUTO)
a. Select the most informative label word

3. Soft Verbalizer(SOFT)
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Soft Verbalizer(WARP)
Learn the Verbalizer in Embedding method
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Zero Shot baseline
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Few Shot baseline
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Few Shot baseline
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Handle the OOV Label Words(out-of-vocabulary)
The knowledgeable verbalizer is expanded using external resources

- Average  of each token in the single token [Mask]

The knowledgeable verbalizer is expanded using external resources

- Average  of each token in the single token [Mask]

The knowledgeable verbalizer is expanded using external resources

- Average  of each token in the single token [Mask]
-
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Conclusion
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Conclusion
1. Propose KPT , which expands the verbalizer in prompt-tuning using the 

external KB.

2. Better utilize the KB, we propose refinement methods for the 
knowledgeable.
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Open questions
1. Better approaches for combining KB and prompt-tuning in terms of 

template construction and verbalizer design.

2.  Incorporating external knowledge into prompt-tuning for other tasks 
such as text generation.
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